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Independent auditor/s report

CBM
Executive Board
lsa Boletini No 11

Mitrovica Mitrovica 07.O4.2OL5

We have audited the Financial statements of NGO Community Building Mitrovica (GBM), which

include the Balance Sheet, lncome and Expenditure Statement as of 3L.L2.7OL4.

Responsibility of the management for Financial Stitemeitt,,,,,.

In accordance with the lnternational Accountings Standard 34i'on Financial Reporting, Executive

Director is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of $ihancial Statements. This

responsibility includes: design, implementation and maintinance of intirnal control significant for

the preparation and fair presentation of financial statements free of material misrepresentations

due to fraud or error, selection and implementation of appiopriate accounting policies while under-

taking reasonable assessments in such circumstances'

""rl'
Auditor's respons!hility

''

Our responsibility is tO,eXpress an opinion for these financial reports based on our audit. We have

carried out the audit in aCCotdance with International Audit Standards. These Standards require

undertaking actions in compiilnce with relevant ethical requirements, planning and conducting the

audit in order to obtain reasonible as:.urance that financial.reports are free of material errors.

The audit ihcludes implementation of procedures in order to obtain audit proof regarding the

amounts and diiplays while reviewing evidences in form of tests that support the amount and

confirmations in financial statements.
We consider entityfs internal control important for the preparation and fair presentation of financial

statements in order to draft suitable audit procedures in such circumstances, but not to express an

opinion on effectiveness of entity's internal control.

An audit also includes compatability evaluation of accounting principles, assessments employed by

the management as well as appraisal of overal presentation of financial statements.

We believe audit proof we collected are sufficient, appropriate and provide reasonable basis to

establish our opinion.

:4rr'
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Opinion

received sourced and expenses as of 1

compliance with International Accounting
out with known accounting practices.
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CBM lsa Boletini Mitrovic€ - Auditimi 2014

Based on our opinion, Financial Statements herein present real and fair situation of
untif 31 December 2OL4 and are prepared in

and in accordance with all material aspects set
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Notes on the Income Statement

Objective

Audit represents an in-depth assessment of financial management systems and internal controls
established by management level, in order to determine whether they are functioning cost-effective
to achieve the objectives and are able to identify gaps and take action corrective. This audit
represents the effective work of the Audit because if controls are operatinS; as planned, then the
auditor and management level of the organization can take assurance from the established controls.
Compliance audit examination represents the activities of the entity, in the process of achieving obj-
ectives, in view of their compliance with laws and regulations. Compliancr-' audits aimes to test
whether the organization operates in accordance with the relevant legislation in the field.
Performance audit, or the value of money, is the process of assessing the ob.iectives, programs and
degree of achievement, about savings, usefulness and effectiveness.
Financial audi is performed to assess the accuracy and completeness of records and balances.
Financial Audit uses essential tests, analytical reviews and other assessment procedures which can

include or not include functional tests or reviews of transactions.
Financial audits determine whether the financial information subject reliably presents the financial
position, results of operations and deviations of the audited entity in accordance with International
Accounting Standards.

lT Audit focuses only on controls imposed in an organization. This type of audit may include an audit
of the entire lT system controls or just a field, for example, the scope of the account.
The financial statements present the financial effects of transactions and other events by grouping

them into broad clatses according to their economic characteristics.
FS objective is met because it provides enough information about the financial position, financial

performance and changes in financial position, are useful to users in making economic decisions, meet

the needs of most users and reflect the care taken by management for the resources entrusted to it.

Are understandable by users with a reasonable knowledge of business, performance, and Accounting.

No changes were made in presentation of the amounts in the financial statements, and therefore

there was no need for reclassification of comparative amounts and disclosure:;.

Overall data and management structure

ln accordance with engagement agreement signed with CBM, we have audited financial statements

for the period ending 31 December 2OI4.

CBM is registered as a non-governmental organisation in accordance with the Law Nr.04/L-57

Freedom of Association in NGO, with No. 5101872-9 as of L3.O2.2003, and Fiscal number 600239992

Its full name is Community Building Mitrovica, abbreviation C.B.M.

Organisation's bylaw stipulates two management organisms:

Audit Office Ulpiana D1/7 Nr. B Prishtine 044 LLz 036
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1' The highest body is the Assembly government, which performs the duties and responsibilities
based on the status and other acts of CBM, consists of members with integrity, reputation and
realm as well as interested citizens and activists from civil society and is responsible for the approval
and amendment of the Statute for the work policies and finances of the organization, reviews and
approves the annual report also select and dismiss members of the Executive Board.
Members Assembly is gather once in 2014 (Article 14 of the statute)

2.The organisation has its Executive Board which is responsible for the control and steering the
work and organisation's assets.

Board of Directors held a meeting for which there are no minutes.
The person authorized by the Executive Board is the Executive Director who represents the
organisation and receives all official notices on its behalf and notifies the authorities for any
eventual change in the organisation.

Personnel

Personnel have various professions. Evidences on the personnel such as employment contracts, CV

and other personal documentation are archived in a special register in p-rdper form.
Responsibilities, rights and duties of the personnel are set out in the job description attached to
Employment contracts.
Net salaries are paid through bank transfer.

....

1. Specific activities and examination fields
Main goal of,the organisation is initiation, restoration and normalisation of relations between the
communitiCs and assistance for the civil society through the following:

- lhcentive and support for the dialogue process and cooperation between the communities in
Mitrovica region;

- Development and suppoit for local initiative, NGO's and local institutions;
- Development and support for the democratisation process between international

connections of m unicipal itieS;

- Support for the education between international connections for schools and summer
schools;

- Financing the infiastructure, road lighting, sport, painting facades etc.

Accomplishment of these goals is done through the following activities;
1,. Promotion, organisation and development of contacts, dialogues and cooperation between

communities in Mitrovica region;
2. Development of civil society in Mitrovica by supporting activities and trainings together with

local NGO's, citizens' initiative and local administration in the field of media, minorities,
culture, women and youth.

3. Development of international cooperation of municipalities in Mitrovica region through
creation of connections with municipalities of Netherlands;

Audit Office Ulpiana Dl/7 Nr. B Prishtin€ 044 L12 036
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4. Development of international cooperation of schools from Mitrovica region with surrounding

region.

2. List of Documents Audited and Confirmed
- Subject's registration documents;
- StatuU

- Laws and regulations
- Regulations - internal manuals;

- FinancialStatements;

- Invoices;

- Inventory and asset list;

- Bank statements;

- Tax evidence;

- LeaseholdAgreements;

- Project Reports;

- Personnel docum€nts;

- CBM Contracts;

Financial documents a1e,,,ietaine.d and archived on monthly basis. Contracts and personnel evidence

are kept separated trom othe'l dibtnaitUr*."u,drnld,,,.

, ":li,: ,,:,,

3. Significant statements on accounting poticies

:ii,:,,:

Account:ih! policies are principles, baSis, agreements, regulations and specific practices that are
implemented in pr,eparation and presentatiOn of financial statements.
The oi$qnisation "has written procedures (manuals) on accounting principles that stipulate
accouniabilltV n19ei0les, documenting and internal control.

The organisation engaged professionals to utilize accounting application (QuickBooks) for
accounting advili and maintenance of evidences in a professional manner through software
application with ddUblg, el.Il'y wherefrom information derives on drafting financial reports. lt also

has a staff with adequale tiaining in accounting and finances.

Application access is limited with levels depending on the competencies. Eventual corrections are
made with special requests that are retained and the application itself stores the background of
amendments and the person undertaking such action.

Measurement basis and recognition
Recognition - inclusion in the balance sheet or in the income or expenditure statement of a

transaction took place when it was real that every economic gain the future related to this
transaction will derive to or from the subject and the transaction had the cost or value that coud be

measured with credibility.

Audit Office Ulpiana DL/7 Nr.8 Prishtine 0441L2 036
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Assets are not identified in the balance sheet upon their expenditure if considered that economic
gain would incur beyond the current accounting period, this transaction resulted only in the
identification of an expense in the income and expense statement.
Assets are registered with the amount of cash or their equivalent paid or the fair value of the
amount issued to purchase the concerned assets at the time of purchase.
Assets purchased from the projects - donation resources set out with sub-budgetary lines for the
implementation of projects were treated as project expenditure, as assets in the balance sheet or
they were utilized depending on the regulations set out in the Donor contract.
Liabilities are identified in the balance sheet when anticipated that funds outcome will result with
settling of a current liability and the amount utilized to settle can be measured with credibility.
Liabilities are registered in the amount of benefits obtained in exchange of the liability or the
amount of cash or equivalent expected to be paid in order to satisfy that liability in the

Revenues are identified in the income and expense statement when a growth of potential economic
benefit occurs that is related to a growth of an asset or decrease of liability and when this can be
measured with credibility, in fact this is implied, that identification of a revenue occurs upon
identification of growth of asset or decrease of liability.
Expenses are identified in the income and expense statement every time a decrease of potential
economic gain occurs that is related with a decrease of assets or increase of liabilities and when that
decrease or increase may be measured with credibility, identification of expenses happens upon
identification of an increase of liaibilities or decrease of assets.

Assets and liabilities, revenues and expenses are not mutually compensated and there were no
exclusions even when this was requested or allowed with a Standard or lnterpretation.
Assets and liabilities, revenues and expenses are reported separately.
Reporting period inclUdes the 12-month period ending on 31 December ever year. The organisation
has registered current admissions and the payments occurred during a certain period. The report
fulfills the comparable principle (there are comparables) since in the previous year 2013 the report
was drafted in accordance with these requirements and standards and the audit was carried out by

an independent auditor.
Amounts are presented in euro.
Financial statements are authorised for publication by the Office Director on 31.03.2015.
Published financial statements are based on the information utilizied by the management on financ-
lal status, financial result and changes to financial status.

4. Forreign currency transactions, currency risk and continuance

a) Forreign currency transactions are exchanged in Euro (€) using the exchange rate on that day,

forreign currency exchange difference, whether profit or loss, are automatically presented in the
income statement. In the period end, monetary positions are reported using the valid exchange rate

on the last day of exchange. Organisation's resources are presented in Euro (€). All financial reports

issued by the organisation are presented in Euro.

Audit Office Ulpiana D1l7 Nr. B Prishtind 044 tLz 036
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b) Currency risk is the risk that fair value or future cash flow of a financial instrument may change
due to differences in exchange currency.
Every exchange difference stemming from the identification of a monetary item with a different
currency from the one initially identified during the period, or identified in previous financial
statements, is identified as profit or loss.
In the event of presentation of expenses or income from the different currencies in Euro, the rate
used was Currency Converter'OANDA" or "EU Converter" for their conversion in Euro.

c) Activity continuance principle

Financial Reports are prepared under the assumption that the subject has the capability and
intention to maintain and continue functioning in a predictable future and it does not intend or
need to liquidate or materially reduce the degree of its operations.
The possibility to continue the subject's activity for another twelve months based on available funds
and plans of the Director is not disputed.

..

5. Receivable and payable accounts

RA and PA and other payable liabilities are presented in their real value. ii:

In its reports, the organisation presented as receivable accounts - other assets the unpaid portion of
the donor for the development of planned activities and borrowing of a local NGO. Accrual
obligations to suppliers, tax and delayed income - unused donations are presented as liability - PA.

6. The main tools
Assets are presented with the historical cost, the value remaining from the previous year plus

annual purchses minus the annual depreciation as well as accumulated depreciation.
Depreciation was calculated as per linear method in 20% degree for all the groups.

Depreciation expenses are included in the annual fund utilistion expenses.

All the r.epairs and:maintenance of assets are charged to profit or loss during the financial period

when they occurred.
Fixed assetS on 1112,31.20L4, have run out of book value are therefore fully depreciated, but still have

value.

lnvestments
ln 2OL4 the organization::purchased a property (3388 + 1800), which was treated as an expense of
the projects under the rules set by the contract
Purchase cost is basis for purchased assets.

The historical cost of purchase includes expenses directly charged to asset purchase.

Other purchases less than 1,000€ are charged to expenses for the cost of equipment purchase.

There is the evidence regarding purchases which shows the date of purchase, asset name, price of

purchase, annual and accumulated deprecitation as well as the remaining net value after the

depreciation.

t7
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Organisation's assets are registered in the QB- application showing name, year of purchaes and
historic price of the asset and accumulated depreciation.
Asset reassessment did not take place; therefore, reports do not contain any re-evaluation
statements.
All assets are owned and possessed undisputedly by the subject.

Capital
CBM capital is 28,365€ and comprises 9.06% of overal assets. 

,::

7. Money .

CBM has basic bank accounts and project account in pCB. i,

Payments and collections take place from these bank accounts and the cashbox.
There are three members of the organisation authorized for PCB account. Individiual signature is
sufficientforaccomp|ishmentoftransactionsfromtheaccount.

Closing balance of funds in the bank account in PCB and cashbox (page fO in the..ieport) .re confirm-
ed by the bank statement and bank confirmation and the cash registration process in the cashbox.

Liquidity
Level of liquidity is satisfactory. Assets are sufficient to cover short-term liabilities.

8. Resources

During 2014, the organisation identifi€d funds from all the resources based on bank accounts

displayed in Explanatory notes on page 7,8, item 1 and 2.

lncome is pr:esented in the Revenue and expense statements in the real value upno admission in the

bank or cashbbx. These funds were available for use and are LOO% in cash.

Resources were not entirely utilized during this year since they were not spen! therefore, they are

treated as deferred,income pending utilisation in the next period.

Procurement
Procurement of goods and services that are significant and exceede certain amounts must be made

following open hotices whereby collecting three bids and selecting the optimum by the
management or bid"Ope4ing committee. The organisation has written procedures - procurement

MANUAL but it is alsotbased on procedures imposed by the donors. This practice was followed in

20L4.

9. Expenses

Expenses are supported with original documentation such as receipts, invoices, contracts, payment

lists and bank statements. Expenses are in the market price level.

Expenses are identified with their real cost, they are expressed in real amount upon occurrence or
payment.
Project direct expenses cover 54.76% of all expenses during this period.
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operational and administration expenses cover 49.80% of all expenses during this period.
Depreciation is 1.44% of the total expenses.

Personnel

Personnel cost was paid to employees and those engaged with service provision contract upon com-
pletion of assigned duties. Payments are done with bank transfer upon signing the receipt and pres-
enting evidences on engagement period.

Pension contribution
Pensions are calculated in accordance with applicable law on pensions. 5% are paid by the employee
andS% by the organisation. Payment and reporting deadlines where honoured.
The organization does not own pension fund neather a payment option in the form of shares to
employees; therefore no obligations were identified on 3!.L2.

Salary tax
Salary tax is withheld and paid in certain deadlines as per monthly scales accoriingly with the law.:::::.
Program expenses 

:" :

Program cost is supported with supplier invoices. Payment is supported with invoices and bank
statements or the cashbox document on cash payments.
Programs developed during the year are presentd on page 8,9 of the report and present the
continuance of organisation's main acvitity: development and community building in the Mitrovica
region.

Ad m i ni strotiv e exp e nses

Administrative expenses include expenses of CBM management, executive services, finances and
administration; office woik process for realisation of organisation's basic goals (support to local
NGO, fuel, lease, accomodation and other office expenses, expendable material, vehicle maintena-
nce, telephone / fax / internet, external auditor etc).
Bank provision is calculated based on bank statements.
With regard to utilisation of the vehicle and fuel expenses, the organisation applies the mileage log
therefore; it is poisible to separate the travels for private needs and organisation's needs.

Depreciation
Depreciation was transferred in the statement of revenues based on the linear method during the
usage life of property and equipment items.

Leose expenses

These expenses contain the compensation on behalf of lease for objects where CBM seat is located
and where it develops the activities and project management in the project development site.
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10. Tax obligation
The subject as a non-governmental organisation, non profit, registered in accordance with the Law
(NR.04/L-57) "Freedom of association in non-governmental organisation" is subjected to tax on
personal income in Kosovo (Ligji 03/L-161). The subject has also honoured the law (L-03/L-O34),
"Pensions in Kosovo" through calculation and payment of personal income tax to workers.
"CBM" is not obliged by Corporate Income Tax in accordance with the law (L-03/L-162) ,,Corporate

lncome Tax" since it did not realise any commercial revenues during the fiscat period.
The subject has honoured and satisfied the obligation set out in the Law no. 03/L-162 Article 30.2,
on withholdingg% from the lease upon payment of lease and it transferred that amount to a certain
account.
CBM is recorded as declaring the VAT under L-146 "Value Added Tax" TAK. Declaration LZ/2OL4
month shows credit of €20,772.16, while in reality this amount is calculated as an expense in 2013
and 2014.This credit is not presented as receivables on the balance sheet and is not treated at all.

11. Related parties
There are no identified transactions with related partie-s. :1 

,,,,,,,, , , ,,.,,...,,:,,.r,,,'::,,,,,,,..,.,,,,,,,,,1i,ii,1111
12. Reserves

The organisation does not have any financial reserves during this period.

13. Assets and continggnt,.f iahilities
The dismissed em ployee'i'.,taWtUiil,.:with
project, is a matter that could result in
registered.

the telmination of th€ contract after the completion of the
futUre,t,Obtigat[ons of the organization. Other cases are not

14. Balance'dite subsequent events',,,,:::,:,

Balance,date subsequent events include allthe events until authorisation of publication of financial

statements

There are ho signifiiant events with important impact in the balance sheet.
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